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Families flock for fun 
BY LEAH MONTGOMERY 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
is different from past years. 
On Friday, all the events 
· take place at the Sheraton Hotel 
and on Saturclay all events will 
. . . . take place·on-campus. 
. T_his weekend, pan,mts, . .. · .Events scheduled include a 
~arid?arerits. an_d sibl_i~gs will be ·. • multimedia pre~en_tation on Friday 
. ~nvadmg o~r cam~us to take part · at 7 p.m. in the Sheraton Main 
m the Xavier Famlly Weekend. . Ballroom by Barry Williams, · 
. . This year 600~7.0_0 are form~rly known as the infamous 
expected to attend family. "Greg" from the television show 
'' ., •• weekend. . "The Brady Bunch" at 8:30 p.m., 
The weekend allows Also on Friday, there will .be 
students and their families to · a Buffet Dinner Reception and a 
. _}\ experience the city as well as performance by the Xavier 
Xavier's campus and pride. University Singers. 
In an effort to provide a On Saturday, there will be a 
less chaotic weekend, scheduling. children's interactive reptilian 
experience in the Down under, a· 
basketball scrimmage and, a· 
family liturgy at 4: 15 p.m. iri 
Bellarmine chapel. 
Casino Night in the cafete-
. ria,, complete with entertainment 
and hors d' oeuvre~ will be held 
from 8:30 p.m. -12:30 a:m;· 
There will be transportation 
provided to and from all the 
events. 
The events begin on Friday 
at 2:00 p.m: and they will con-
clude on Sunday after women's 
soccer takes on Indiana at 2:00 
p.m. 
Family _Weekend is co~ 
. · sponsored by the Office of 
Student Development, the . 
Department of Student Servkes, 
the Student Senate, the Student 
Activities Council and the 
Parent's Club. 
Chairperson Damon 
Halverson said, "This year the 
goal of Family Weekend is to 
provide not only different events, 
but to make the scheduling less 
hectic so it will be more enjoyable 
for everyone." 
Halverson said that with 
these changes this year will be the 
best Xavier Family Weekend ever. 
-,wbd~@S4,; < .· Muskie postseason on line tonight 
#<·: .. ',I . .', BY PETE HoLTERMANN re~ord 6~0-2, ~ood for. 20 ~oints. on the Colonial 
... ,,,,,,,,)/!\t; ';t'' ,.,;,:,.,:::" With a wm tomght, Xavier will pull agenda as the 
"W wom:f ::;;::~:;.;~:~;~ ~:~~r~:"~~:::::,,:: :~::~~. E~;'.£i! ·~~ 
'::;:::.!.': tm! Their 7 p.m. match against the Uni- first place, they would avoid a first two days later. . 
,, }% ".ersity of Dayton at Corcoran Field round encounter with UMass in the Even in 
i;i,:\i\i\i(\l::::\\!I?J'i? will decide ifthe Mµsketeer season tournament. The Minutewomen theirnon-confer:.. 
will continue beyond this weekend. have posted a record ofll-2-1 (7~0- ence common 
. "It's an opportunity," said 1) this season, and are ranked 20th matches, Xavier 
XavierheadcoachRonQuinn. "We in the nation. ,. and Dayton have. 
now have a chance to chart our own . Dayton i~ in a similar situa- had similar re-. 
future." . tion as they go for the playoffs and sults. Only two 
. Currently, Xavfor holds a gun for the top spot, so both teams of seven matches 
slight edge over Dayton in theA-10 have a lot on the line tonight. against_common 
standiitgsbyhavingplayedonemore - XavierandDayton, by virtue opponents have 
. game than the Flyers .. Xavier's 6-1 of geography and conference affili- yeilded different 
conference record gives them 18 ation, have played similar sched- resultsforthetwo 
points, placing XU ahead of the 5-1 · ules. Thirteen schools were com- schools, but both 
Flyers with their 15 points. Xavier mon opponents for XU and UD this favor the 
is 10-5-1 overall, and Dayton has a season. Muskies. Sophomore Co/leeenSavage has helped Xavier's 
~-9 record on the season. Of the 13 ·squads faced by wright offense irecently, getting one goal and one assist 
Xavier will lock up a return, both Xavier and Dayton, six ·are in State defeated this past weekend in a pair of Musketeer victories. 
trip to the Atlantic IO Tournament the A-IO. Both teams won all of Dayton 1-0, buttheMusketeers shut- ponents, Xavier has shown statisti-
inRhodelsland with a victory. Last their A-10 matches with the excep- . out the Raiders by a margin of2-0. cal superiority. TheMuskiesearned 
. year, the Muskies went to the A-10 ti on of their respective . matches The Flyers _were also handed a 2-0 a better record against the common 
tournament where they lost in the against George Washington. lossbyEvansville,butXavierplayed foes, posting an 8-4-1 mark, while 
finals to Massachusetts. The Colonials visited south- the Aces to a 2-2 tie.· the Flyers went 7~6. 
George Washington is cur~ west Ohio to play both schools in In the 13 matches Xavier al}d Xavier showed more offen-
rently . atop the A-10 West with a the same weekend. Dayton was first Dayton played against the same op- . (continued 011 page 5) 
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Scholarship to France 
All full-time XavierUniversity students, especially undergradu-
ate sophomores, are eligible for the Fredin Memorial Scholarship 
Program which provides for either a full year or a half year of study at 
the Sorbonne in Paris~ France. The scholarship stipend pays for a 
substantial part of the cost of the program. Students from any college 
and with any major are eligible, provided. they have completed at least 
.one semester as a full-time student at Xavier. Students must at least 
have junior standing by the time they arrive in Paris, in June, 1997. 
Two scholarships will be awarded this year. The deadline for applica-
tion is Wednesday, Nov. 20. Further information and applications are 
available in room 124 Alter Hall. 
College Bowl bound 
This year's Xavier College Bowl Intramural Tournament is 
scheduled to take place on Saturday, Nov. 16 at IO a.m. _College Bowl 
is a question-and-answer game played between two teams of four 
players each. Four members of the winning team and four players at 
large, will be grouped together to form a varsity team. This team will 
travel to Bowling Green State University to participate in the ACU-I 
Region 7 tournamen~ during the Spring Semester. Registration 
packets are available at the Information Desk in the University Center. 
Shuttle. goes further 
The XU Shuttle Service has been expanded for students staying 
on North 6~scent Avenue and Glenwood Avenue. Students are 
reminded tQ call 745-DRJVE for shuttle information. 
.New ATM in CBA 
A Starbank A TM machine has been installed in the Nieporte 
Lounge in CBA. It is expected to be fully operational in the next 
week. 
-<:ompiled by Virginia Sutcliffe 
Security Notes 
Thursday, Oct. 24, l:SO p.m. 
Non-student James Otis Cook was arrested in the North Lot on 
outstanding felony warrants issued by the Cincinnati Police Depart-
ment. Among other things, he was charged for possession ofdrug 
paraphernalia. 
Thursday, Oct. 24, 6:00 p.m. 
A graduate student reported her trenchcoat and scarf were stolen from_ 
an office area in the Cohen center. 
Friday, Oct. 25, 1 :05 p.m. 
Two juveniles were arrested for criminal trespassing on the South 
Lot. Both had been warned previously on several occasions. 
Security Note of the Week 
Saturday, Oct. 26, 2:50 a.m. 
Astudent residing in Kuhlman was assaulted by another student 
. while attending an off-campus !1ouse party on Dana Ave. He 
was allegedly struck in the face with a cue stick. 
-compiled by Kara Benken 
Campaign of the century 
BY KARA BENKEN AND 
PETE HoLTERMANN 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
Saturday evening was a 
"defining moment" for Xavier 
University as the Century 
Campaign that will carry it into 
the next millenium was offi-
cially introduced. 
The Westin Hotel in 
downtown Cincinnati was the 
setting for the black-tie gala 
inaugural of Xavier's largest 
fund-raising effort in the 
school's 165 year history. 
The goal of the campaign. 
is to raise $100 million over the 
next five years. 
The money that is raised 
will help fund many' aspects of 
the University, including 
renovations of academic 
buildings and an increased 
endowment to help keep tuition 
from increasing at its current 
rate: 
Perhaps the most antici-
pated expenditure of this 
project, however, is the pro-
posed $39 million, 200,000 · 
square ·foot Convocation Center 
and sports arena, which will be 
located in the northeast area of 
campus. 
Rev. Michael J. Graham; 
. s:J. introduced·the'evening ai; 
the beginning of "that future , 
[that] is ours to make 
happen ... the future [which] is 
· already taking shape." 
The "Vision for Xavier" 
was presented by Xavier 
President James E. Hoff, S.J. 
w.hose plan for Xavier in five 
years surrounds three key issues. 
The first change in store 
- for the campus is its physical 
appearance, beginning with 
Hinkle Hall's renovation this 
summer and Alumni and 
Schmidt Hall's renovations next 
summer. 
These changes will add to 
the new atmosphere Xavier wi11 
have when the Convocation · 
Center, promised to be a "living 
room" for the Xavier community, 
. T~~ I 
c~ntury 
Campaign 
is finished in the year 2000. 
.. )\. 
The next expected change is 
the expansion of the endowment 
from its current $45 million to $79 
million within the next five years. 
This money would be 
devoted to student financial aid 
and faculty development, includ-
ing a day-care center for faculty. 
. The third use of the new 
funding would be the construction 
of the planned Brueggeman 
Center for Religious Develop-
ment, a center devoted to commu-
nication be!ween people of 
. different religions. 
. The keynote speaker was 
Rev. Thomas.I. O'Malley S.J., 
·who is the President of Loyola 
Marymount University in Los. 
Angeles, California. His speech 
focused on the act of Xavier 
remembering both the past and the 
future by alluding to Lewis 
Carroll's .novels in his address. 
O'Malley also quoted 
Charles Dickens in support of 
Xavier's focus on Great Traditions 
and Great Expectations, ~he theme 
of the Century Campaign. 
· O'Malley was followed by 
the President and CEO of Hershey 
Foods Corporation, Joseph P. 
Viviano, a graduate of Xavier now 
· serving as the Chair of the 
Century· Campaign. 
. Viviano said, "The Century 
Campaign will make Xavier more 
of a visible, vibrant place," 
After a closing statement 
. from Student Government 
~resident Damon Jones and a 
benediction from Archbishop 
Daniel E. Pilarczyk, ~he guests 
received posters of Xavier's crest. 
Jones fater explained the 
success of the event.- He said, 
"My only .wish for the event was 
to have had more students 
experience this part of Xavier. I 
think-officials should try tci share 
more of these types of things so 
students get a clearer picture of 
what the university is about." 
Approximately 22 students . 
and their gue~t were invited to the 
· everit, and almost 30 attended. 
Members of Xavier's 
admini.stration and faculty as well 
as several highly influential alums 
. comprised the 400 guests invited 
to celebrate the inaugural. 
Alumni came from not only 
the Cincinnati region, but across 
the country for the event. 
As· the brochure tor the 
Century Campaign Inaugural 
stated, "Tonight begins a journey 
that will lift Xavier to new and 
greter heights .. 
"Welcome to the future." 
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week? Fortunately, there is an 
excellent and qualified third party 
"ticket running: Ralph Na9er and 
Winona LaDuke: .. Nominated by 
the Green Party, both are well 
known 1eaders and Harvard 
graduates. Nader is famous for 
his work as consumer a!ivocate 
and as an environmentalist. He 
w~s instrumental in the Freedom 
ofinformation Act and in uncov-
ering cor.porate short cuts that 
endangered consumers. Because 
Of him, our ~rplanes and automo-
biles are now safer and airbags are 
mandatory. He has been hiµled as 
· "The Most Dangerous Man in · 
· · America" by Rolling Stone .. 
· · Vice-Presidential running 
mate Winona LaDuke is a 38-
year-old Ojibwe woman who, 
along with BiH Gates and JFK Jr., 
was named one of the 50 most ' 
promising leaders for the future. 
She is the most prominent Native-
American lead.erinNorth 
America. She began speaking 
. before the U.N~ at the age of 18. 
LaDuke is a board member of 
Greenpeace and founder of the 
Indigenous Women's Network·. 
(which traveled to the Conference 
Of Women in Beijing) and. 
· founder of the White Earth Land 
Recovery Project. 
. She received a contribution 
·from ·Reebok and raised money 
with the Indigo Girls. The funds 
were raised for the indigenous 
people of the world. 
If you haveri 't heard aboqt 
.. this ticket; it's probably because 
the media has pnly focused on 
Dole ·and Clinton. Nader. was not 
invited to th,e presidential debates; 
although he did speak on "Larry 
King Live" after one of the 
debates. 
Nader looks at the election 
process in a very different and 
refreshing way. He is only using 
his own personal money ($5,000) 
. to campaign because he believes 
the campaign for the presidency is 
corrupted. 
Corporations; not citizens, · 
are· deciding the outcome of the 
presidency. Nader believes that 
because corporations are contrib-
uting funds to the campaigns, they 
literally own the media. 
new election anci new candidates. 
So why vote for someone 
who most likely wbn't be presi-
dent? For many reasons. Voting 
for a third party can help change 
- the current system which many 
Americans know is corrupt. In the 
last election, Perot received 19-
percent of the vote. If we con-
tinue to vote for third parties, we 
can impact o'ur system so that 
eventually we will have niore 
options. 
Already Dole and Clinton 
are worried that Nader will 
receive a lot of votes in California 
where the Green Party is based. 
California is a key state in 
winning the election and the 
margin of votes between candi-
date~ is around 3.5.:percent and 
Nader is predicted to receive six-
percent. 
Nader reminded us in his 
nomination acceptance speech that 
. it has always been a' small group 
of committed private citizens that 
have changed things, from the 
women's·right to vote to civil 
rights. 
Also, I can itot vote for Dole 
or Clinton because I do not want 
either one to be president. I can 
vote for Nader and LaDuke ·with a 
· ·"Government is bought for 
and paid for by corporations,!' 
Nader said. "If we could change 
the 'duopoly' (two-party system) 
we would have more options. I 
don't want to choose bet~een bad 
.and worsefor something as 
important as the. President of the 
USA. We need more competition 
and more robust debate~ We need 
to generate fresh political energy. 
Half the people stay home feeling 
apathetic and hopeless," Nader 
·said. 
. clear: conscience.' Let's return to 
representative government, not 
corporate and specialinterest 
owned government. In Nader's 
Nader has proposed that 
ballots have a "none of the above" , 
option so Americans can use .their 
vote as a form of protest. Then if 
a majority of votes is none of the 
above, we'd have to start with a 
words, ''The most important office 
is that of a citizen." And one of 
our most 'important responsibili-
ties and privileges is to vote. 
AFL-CIO ads are insult to voters 
BY JEFF DAVIS 
THE .XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
We live in a time when 
p0litical ads are abund.ant'and 
always have some kind of spin to 
them. Whether it be a Republican 
or Democrat commercial writer, 
they can always make their 
candidate out to be a gift from 
God. I really believe· these people 
could produce a commercial 
milking Charles Manson look 
· somewhat appealing. . 
Most people might be sick 
of these ads and probably can't . 
wait until the election is over. FOr 
the most part, we can usually 
dismiss the ads for what. they are; · 
· · a product to make a candidate 
look good. and .to make the 
opponent look bad. It's politics; 
we've learned to live w~th the 
· partisan attacks right? 
Well, ,there is an ~>ngoing 
campaign in America that goes 
beyond your typical rim of the 
millcomniercial thatcan slightly 
exaggerate the Jruth. They are 
down right lies and. people across . 
the country are catching the 
culprits in the act. 
I am talking about the AFL- •"Congressman Chabot 
· CIO ~nd their buying of liberal (correctly pronounced Shabut, 
Democratic candidates all over the however prt>nouricel:ISha-bot in 
country. Major daily newspapers the ad) yoted to cut Medicare 
across the country have called benefits. bn November 17; 1995 
upon-the AFL~cm:to drop their Chabot voted with Newt Gingrich_· 
. ads and for the Democratic .to cut $270 billion from Medicare 
candidates to denounce the ads as fundin,g while voting for tax ' 
. vicious lies. One of the mosf breaks against the wealthy." 
· siekening facts about the AFL- · •''Congressman Chabot 
CIOads are thatthey are paid for . voted with Newt Gingrich to cut 
from dues deducted from union college loans while giving tax · · 
members paychecks. So whether breaks to the wealthy." 
' or not the member agrees with the ' ' The truth ofthe matter is 
group, they still have to pay for · that Chabot and the House 
the ads. Even more disgusting is a Republicans voted to increase 
poll taken by the Americans for a . Medieare spending at more than . 
Balanced Budget that shows that twice the inflation rate over seven 
62-percent of nieµibers aware of y.eru;s. President Clinton's own 
the ads, are opposed _to them. people have said that Medicare is 
- The ads are what the media worse off than projected and will ' 
calls cookie~cutter.ads. They have go bankrupt in five to seven years 
. the sanie format but theyjust if the rate of growth is not slowed. 
insert a different congressman or · The AFL~CIO also lies to · 
woman's name each commercial. the American people.about 
This is obvicms because in one Medicare. when it shows Spe11-ker: 
commercial they pronounce our •Gingrich supposedly saying he 
Congressman Steve Chabot's last would let Medicare "whither on 
name wrong. If you are not the virie." The ads make Mr .. 
familiar
1
with the ads, here are a Gingrich look like he is saying 
two. examples the AFL-CIO has this about Medicare, however, if 
been hitting (lying.) hard on: · the AFL~CIO would have told you 
what he was really talking about, 
they wouldn't be able to scare the 
American people. · 
Mr; Gi.ngrich was ~king 
about the J:Iealth Care Financing 
Administration and it being a 
centralized bureaucracy'. that 
people will eventually leave 
voluntarily and after they do so, it 
' will be left tq wither on the vine. ,• 
· As far as the student loan 
issue .goes, Congressman Chabot 
and the Republican Congress 
voted to increase funding for 
college loans by $24 billion in 
1995 to $36.billion in 2002, this is 
hardly a cut. In addition, Republi-
cans increased the number of 
students receiving loans to 5.5 
. million to 8.4 million. lftheAFL-, 
CIO wants to talk about Republi-
. can cuts in student loans, let's 
start talking about the facts:. 
Republicans did propose to cut the 
fee for student loans. . 
The AFL-CIO ads have 
targeteci the topics of Medicare 
and student loans because they are 
·close to the hearts of many 
Americans. If Steve Chabot and 
· Newt Gingrich voted to harm 
these entitleme~t programs they 
should be called on it But they 
haven't iind they are being made 
out as though they hate elderly 
people. They are being hurt by 
.dowri right lies from a group who 
· will do an:Ything to allow Demo-
. crats to regain control of Con-
gress . 
The Cincinnati Post calls· 
the AFL-CIO ads; "politics and 
fear mongering" and."Unconscio-
nable." The Enquirer says the 
ads, "go beyond election-year 
dist9rtion and unabashed partisan-
ship. They're dispicable." 
It's time the AFL-CIO start 
dealing with the facts and quit 
scaring the American people. 
Congressman Chatiot said that if 
someone tells lies enough, people 
will start to believe them. 
However, the American 
people know better~ The backlash 
against the AFL-CIO has begun. 
Locally, the group has spent 
. over $1 million dollars to unseat 
Chabot. It's not working. Chabot 
has a comfortable lead over his 
opponent MarkLongabaugh and 
will return to Washington to 
continue his work for the commu-
nity in the 105th Congress. 
.. 
Replacing uninformed with.mi~inforiµe(l 
' : . . ·. . ·- '· . .·.- . . . : .~ .. : . - . : ' ' " . . 
Blacks lied to about issues. th.at·affect thei·~ lives and- communities 
BY JOHN P. GLYNN 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
Forget, for a moment; that the. . share in 'Mr. Jones' praise.· A.s it 
government was never i~tended to .. is, though, I prefer campaign 
be in the college loan, school - . strategies t.hat are based iri truth, 
lunch and rec center busine_ss . . '.not scare tactics. .. . . 
(though I often wonder if Wash-: · · I found out APRI, the other 
ington could beat Jefferson in a· sponsor, is the A. Ptiilip Randolph 
game of federally fund~d midnight Institµte, an organization of bh1ck 
\t: basketball). I hoped to ease his trade unionists, described by a 
fears about· the supposed "drastic ·local APRI offi~ial as a·n "arm ·or 
cuts," explaining t~at Congress . the AFL/CIO." Even though an 
The quest for high voter 
turnout in the black community 
has sunk to new depths through 
deceitful propaganda that deliber-
ately misleads voters about issues 
that are near and dear to their 
political minds. 
Saturday morning, a flier 
was placed under my door that 
merely proposed a reduction in OBV volunteer. assl]red me that. 
'•' m}i:.:::·:. · .. ,':: :.:,;:i.'i!i':f# j <\,;::;:}?) growth in an effort to.balance the -liibor unions weren'tinvolved, l 
.... ~~ .... """"'~'"'""""""= .... ===..,.......,....,_.....,...,...,........-,......,..._...,......,. nation's checkbook. called the local APR(office; ··· 
-featured several pictures of black 
toddlers, families and school kids. 
The top of the flier reads, "Give 
them hope, not another excuse on 
election day." 
The. body text, intended for 
voting adults, points out that. 
childreq look to us for examples 
and encouraged "us" to vote. 
November 5. "Take it personally," 
it says. 
It goes on to.point out"too 
many of us stayed home and 
didn't v'ote in the last election." I 
assume they refer to. the 1994 
election. (That's w~en the 
Congress was invaded by evil, 
mean-spirited, extremist, b,lah, . 
blah, Nazi, blah, blah Republi-
cans, that wanted to kill old 
people, starve poor kids and· 
poison air and water so rich white 
guys could get a tax cut, 'mem-
ber?) 
After that, it spoke of 
programs that are targeted for 
"drastic cuts," specifically, Head 
Start, food stamps, free school 
meals, college scholarships, . 
recreation centers and Medicare/ 
Medicaid. · 
At the bottom, it mentioned 
the sponsors, APRI and Operation 
Big Vote, and gave their telephone 
number. · 
Interested in the basis of 
their claims, I called Operation 
Big Vote, identified myself as an 




person could answer a few 
questions. From there I was put _in 
touch with Jerome Fountain, who · 
confirmed my suspicion that 
anyone with a decent business 
sense and a stack of these fliers 
could start a pretty lucrative 
fertilizer company: 
• First, I asked about the 
nature ofOBV. 
"It's a non-partisan 'get out 
and vote' effort, strictly. saying 
"please go out and vote,"' Mr. 
Fountain said. . 
Non partisan? C'mon. 
Anybody with a pulse knows that 
these are charges vociferously 
sp.ewed by Democratic candidates 
on a daily basis. Making their -
intentions more obvious is that the 
_ flier was delivered with a bag of 
election postcards·, pamphlets and 
- a nifty wooden ruler all endors!n_g 
Democratic candidates. 
• Second, I asked who the 
"us" was that stayed home last 
·election, pointing out that 1994 
saw the highest voter turnout in 
decades. 
To this, Mr. Fountain 
evaded the question, saying, "Well 
... I didn't write it ... but voter 
turnout was really low and we're 
always looking to -get it higher." 
Okay, so ... who was the · 
"us?" 
What Mr. Fountain was 
trying not to say is that OBV is 
part of an effort to turn unin-
foilned black citizens into 
vote in an intelligent, reflective 
· and generous manner. I use the 
word generous advisedly because 
I think we shouid have in mind the 
common good of the nation and 
the world. 
I.think the U.S. Catholic 
Bishops have a vision. · They !)ave .thing to do 
I applaud the article by 
Steve Smith on a "solid and 
powerful message from the 
Administrative Board of the 
United States Catholic Confer-
ence and their 'reflections' ·on 
the 1996 elections" 
/ values and principles. If we. 
disagree, it stimulates us to get 
values and principles of our own. 
It encourages· us to have our own 
. vision. 
I think it's patriotic to 
·I don't think voting every 
four years is enough if we are to -
preserve democracy. I think 
patriotic citizens monitor in a 
regular way not just what public 
misinformed black voters .. A -"Yeah, well, 'cuts,' 'reduc~ 
potential voter, unaware of the tion in growth,' I'm nodnto 
candidates' starid or record, i~ semantic§," Mr. Fou_ntain said, 
inundated with propaganda saying getting defensive. 
X has voted:with Y to take away ljuJilped in, '.'I ask because 
your.this,· that and the other, so there's a distinct difference 
vote for Z because he'll give it between the two.'~. 
back with interest (as far as·yoli · "Yeah, I know," he said;" .... 
know). What a demeaning insult Look, :however you want to say it, 
in- the face o( black vote.rs. they were going to get less 
That .would be like born'- money." 
barding freshmen on the first day. No they weren't- they 
of MANRESA with fliers saying · . were getting--more, and I think M_r. 
the adrriinistratio~ is going to · Fountain knows it:. He conceded. 
make drastic cuts in the oxygen in·. that there was a difference ... 
the dorms unless you elect me to between reduction in growth 
stop this Draconian exfremism. (needed to lowe~ _the defiCit) and· 
' · I asked Damon Jones; who ."drastic cuts,"; yet in_sisted they 
in.addition to b~ing Student · . could be used interch;mgeably. It 
Government President and an all- iS the. difference between docu~ · · 
around. swell guy, happens to be mented fact and fear-mongering · 
Afriean-Ame~icari; for his view on fantasy __ .. 
these tactics. He considered the . It didn't take long for Mr. 
flier relatively harmless, saying it .. Fountain to abmptly end the 
wa5 "a typical piece of publicity" , cpnversation. "I have some things 
that "attempts to touch on issues · to do, but I hope I cleared up some 
which are integral to the voters' things for you." 
lifestyles in hopes that it will · "Well; actually~" 
make a connection and move that "Good; I'm glad," he . 
person to the polls on Election . interrupted. . . 
Day." Again, I turned to Damon· 
I agree. My concern is that Jones. He said, "Advertisements 
they use lies and misrepresenta- - like (this one) attempt to r~estab- . 
tions to accomplish this. lish a connection with the system · 
. • My third and final question and encourage people to be a part 
to Mr. Fountain concerned the. of the political process and for 
aforementioned list of programs this, they should be commended." 
that the flier states, "protect· If they attempted to make 
children and the rest of us from this reconnection ethically ~nd 
. hunger, illne'ss and poverty." . without distorting fact~, I could 
officials say; but how they vote . tional rep~esentation. New. -
. and what they do to sponsor and ideas usually start with the 
promote vanous legislative -. - . support of smaller groups. 
proposals. Those smaller groups should ' 
I recommend Bread for the· . have some representation in · 
World as just one group of Congress. 
concerned citizens who monitor· Now those who get SI-· 
publi~ servants with standards and . percent of the vote get every-
values as their guides; -. thing. Those with 49-percent . 
· On a.long range basis, we . get nothing. It's not a: very 
might consider whether.or not'we sophisticated fonn of democ-
need to take a hard look at how . racy. 
campaigns are financed. If . · 
elections depend too much on 
money, those.with more money, in . 
effect have more votes.· 
· I think we also need to take 
a look at some fonn of propor-
R~v. Benja~in J~ Urmston, · 
S.J., Director, Xavier Pro-. 
·· · :gramsin·Peace and Jilstice 
where they answere.d the phone -
"labor union." · ·· · 
· It didn't take long to figure 
out what's really going on here. 
The AFL/CIO used the APRI, an 
organization that genuinely ·. 
promotes empowerment in the 
black communities, as a front to 
sway blacks to vote for:carididates. 
that they're told will vote in their 
interest. , Big labor turned the 
.APRI into a puppet that will soon 
look like it tuq~ed on its own . 
people (because if their campaign 
succeeds, I guarantee the 
beneflCiaties will not be ~lack· 
communities). 
My feads that, by doing 
tliis, blacks_ will lose even more 
faith in a political system that has 
gi~en them only unfulfilled · 
promises in the last forty years of 
liberal policy. 
My ·intention here was not to 
point out that labor organizations 
are a dominant sour~e of soft 
money to the Democratic party'· or 
that both manipulate facts to_ sway 
voters in_ the black community 
who don't know any better. Both 
concepts are old news. 
Armed with only a tele- . 
ph<:me, I was able to dismantle 
these deceitful efforts to ease iny 
own voting conscience. I hope 
thatthisillustrates the_ ease with 
which the truth can and should be 
,disco_vered before a·tr1'lY educated 
voter casts a ballot ne_xt Tuesday .. 
-SP@RTS 
Flash soak Muskies 
A fe\Y drops of water seperated the women swimmers of 
Xavier from those of St. Francis (PA) last Saturday as the Red Flash 
defeated Xavier in the meet ·by a score of 48-47. 
Xavier was Jed by first place performances in three events. 
The Musketeers g~t off to a hot start by winning the 200 medley 
. relay by a margin of seven seconds. Amanda G<?ubeaux, Nancy 
McDonald, Alyssa Robbins and Sarah Wayne turned in a time.of 
1:57.50. 
Freshman Marcella Broache won the ioo free in a time of ~ 
2:05.37, beating her competition by more than'two seconds. 
Wayne also picked·up an individual title in'the·meet. She 
swam the 100 free in 57 .88, winning the heat by almost a second 
and a half. 
As a team, Xavier held. the lead throughout the meet, but lost it 
in the final event, the 50 free relay. The Red Flash finished the race 
in 1:45.37, while the Muskies completed the heat in 1:46.50. · · 
Both Xavier swimming teams jump ill' the water this coming 
weekend as they head north for a pair' of meets. On Saturday, . 
they'll be in Chicago to take on the University of Illinois-Chicago 
and Youngstown State. On Sunday, the Muskies will swim at 
Valparasio. · · 
Bounty of Bluegrass birdies 
The men's golf team braved-the bluegrass'of Kentucky to shoot 
one of some of their best performances Qf the fall season. 
J. T. Croy chipped his way to a second place finish in the 
individual competition with a two day score of one under par. . 
Steve Dixon and Michael Ries also put together strong indi-
vidual performances. . 
Dixon finished tied for 12th place with a six under par mark. 
Ries, with his score of eight over par, finished in a tie for 23rd place. 
The Muskies finished third in the team competition with 
Michigan State University and the Thundering Herd of Marshall 
finished ahead of the Musketeers. 
The Muskies have now finished their fall season. The:golfers 
will.continue their attack on Midwestern golf courses in the spring. 
Soc~er promotions ·abound 
As if tonight's soccer match won't be exciting enough with the 
postseason on the line, Xavier has a number of promotions in store 
for the game. The athletic department will be giving away 50 Xavier 
soccer T-shirts at the match. In addition, Donatos Pizza will be 
sponsoring a soccer shootout at halftime of the match. Ten free pizza 
certificates will be given away during the contest.. . . 
X-Factor, a new club that is committed to raising student 
support of Xavier athletics, is also sponsoring tonight's match. They 
will also be giving away T-shirts, and they will select a Fan-of-the-
Game. 
Sunday's match between the Xavier women and Indiana will be 
sponsored by the Soccer Village. This match will also be Senior Day 
as the Muskie seniors will be honored. 
Lady hoopsters earn academic accolades 
The Women's Basketball Coaches Association announced its 
inaugural Academic Top 25 Honor Roll to-recognize the programs 
with the best grade point averages. Xavier placed 24th in the poll 
with a GPA of3;164for1995-96. 
Rider University topped the.list with a GJ,>A of 3.475. Wyo-
ming, St. francis College, Toledo and Creighton round out the Top 
Five of the list. 
Wednesday, Oct. 30 
Friday, Nov. I 
Saturday, Nov. 2 
Sunday, Nov. 3 
•Women's Soccer vs. Dayton at 7 p.m. 
'•Men's Soccer at Ohio State at 3'p.m. 
•Volleyball at LaSalle at 2 p.m. . 
•Volleyball at Temple at 7 p.m. 
··Men's Tennis at Rolex Invitational at Michigan 
•Rifle vs. UTEP and Ohio State at Noon . 
•Volleyball at Fordham at 2 p.m. 
•Cross Coun.try at A-10 Championship at For!)ham 
•Swimming Vs. Youngstown State and University 
of Illinois-Chicago at UIC at 2 p.m. 
•Men's Tennis at Rolex Invitational at Michigan 
•Women's Soccer vs. Indiana at 2 p.m. 
•Men's Soccer at Western Kentucky at 2 p.m. 
•Swimming at Valparaiso at I p.m. 
•Men's Tennis at Rolex Invitational at Michigan 
Ail home games are in bold 
Home soccer matches are played at Corcoran Field 
XU shoots for· tourney 
continued from page 1 Tucker. 
sive power in the matches, and they Ke Y -
shut down teams with their defense ing Xavier's 
as well. The Muskies out-scored · hot . streak 
their opponents 31-14 in the 13 has been the 
matches, whiletheFlyersjustedged offensive 
out their opponents by a margin of output of 
22-21. Xavier recorded-five shut- j u n i o r 
outs in the 13 matches, while Day- A ma n d a 
ton shutout three opponents. Gruber who 
For the season, J:)ayton has· has netted 
averaged 1. 78 goals per game, while four goals in 
the Flyers have given up an average Xavier's last 
of 1. 72. Xavier fares ·better with t h r e e 
both of these stats as well. Xavier m a t c he s . 
has a goals against average of only Gruber leads 
.96, and ·offensively the Muskies Xavier with 
put an average of 2.21 shots in the 14 goals this 
back of.the net per game. · season, in-
. These stats, however, will cludingeight 
become meaningless as the teams game win-
take the field tonight. Both teams ners. Her to-
know the importance of this game ta! of 42 ca-
with regards to their postseason as- reer goals 
pirations. leaves her 
FlyercoachMikeTuckerfeels five short of· 
the players will be able to handle a Xavier's all-
game with this much riding on it.. time career 
"It's not a whole lot of pressure,'~ he goal record. 
·said. "You just have to go out and Xavier 
Senior Susie Welch hopes to cap her career with a trip 
to the Atlantic JO Tournament in Rhode Island. 
play the game." is managing to keep their offensive 
Dayton comes into tonight's attack balanced, however, as five 
action after a frustrating weekend other Muskies scored goals in 
. on the road. The Flyers dropped Xavier's last three outings. 
two decisions on a swing through Defensively, Xavier has also 
Michigan. On Saturday, Dayton been solid. The Muskies are second 
lost 2-1 to Eastern Michigan, and on in the A- IO with seven shut~uts. 
Sunday UD was on the short end of XU is also second best by only al-
a 2-0 final with Michigan. lowing 13 goals in confere~ce play 
Xavier, on the other hand, thisyear. OnlyUMassisbetterthan 
comes into the game on a hot streak. · Xavier. Th¥ Minutewomen have 
XU went to Virginia this weekend notched 11 shutouts whileallowing 
and notched two shutout' victories. only seven goals. 
The first was a 4-0 victory over A- According to Quinn, theMus-
10 rival Virginia Tech. The second. keteer game plan will not change 
was a 3c0 victory over Radford in much for the Dayton match. "We 
which several reserves saw playing must continue to play strong in back 
timetoke~pfreshforthestretchrun. and co~trol the.midfield," he said. 
"Obviouslythey'reonapretty A home match against lndi-
good roll now down at X," ·said ana will wrap up Xavier's regular 
season on Sunday: It will be Senior 
Day, where Tracy Prosser and Susie 
Welch will be honored for their 
Xavier playing career. 
Prosser has contribu~ed in l 0 
Xavier matches since ·transferring 
to XU from Bellarmine College. 
A tri-captain of this year's 
team, Welch has been troubled by 
injuries throughout the year, but has 
continued to be a strong leader for 
the squad despite missing some sig-
nificant playing time. 
Welch has starte.d in 70 of the 
75 matches she h.as played in as a 
Musketeer. In 1995, she was named 
to the Atlantic 1 O's second team and 
she was second on Xavier's squad 
in scoring with four goals and nine 
assists. 
. . . ' . . 
' • r • ' ' 
- . Xavier .. vs .. Da.yton .. ·.· .. 
. . . . 
Game time: Tonight at 7 p.m. 
Place: Corcoran Field 
Series .Record: Dayton leads 7-6-1 
Last Meeting: 9/8/95; @ UD; XU 2-0 · 
Xavier Record: 10-5-1 (6-1 A-10) 
Second in A-10 West with 18 points 
Dayton Record: 9-9 (5-1 A-.10) 
Third in A-10 West with 15 points 
Xavier has the edge simply with Amanda Gruber fo a Muskie· 
uniform, .but there is more to Xavier's offense. Five Musketeers 
have scored at least three·goals.this season with their balanced 
attack. UD only comiects ori six percent of its shots. 
Both teams l)ave strong midfields, butUD has a slight edge. 
Teams can beat Xavier on breakaways if the Muskie midfielders 
get caught up in the offensive third. Dayton has great depth at this 
position with seven players that can be interchanged in the middle. 
. . Solid is the best word to describe the Musketeer backfield, 
thanks to a pair of sophomores, defender Keri Heedum and goalie 
Ann Marie Hubbard. Dayton has used three goalkeepers this 
season, but all allow an average of more than one goal per game. 
::.,:;.~. :.~ Xavier has the edg;~ here for two reasons; home field and 
:·" .. ~:;,;,:: momentum. The M -.;kies won their last two games by a total of 7-
.... 0. Dayton is coming off two losses, including a 3-0 shutout on 
Sunday. Plus, the Flyers are playing on the road for the fifth time 
lh.::c .. ··.:::;;:;' in six matches. They might leave Corcoran Field feeling more 
::t)i;jJ:: than 'ust homesick. · · 
• "': <: ) .,,l . 
.Xavier appears to have the edge on paper, but all the paper will be thrown out the window 
come game time. What might give Xavier t.he ultimate. edgeis if the 12th man shows up. A packed 
hillside at Corcoran Field will give the Muskies the advantage they need to get to Rhode Island. 
Muskies drop pair 
BY STEVE SMITH , 
Tim XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
The men's soccer team 
dropped two Atlantic 10 confer-
ence games last weekend as the 
Muskies' record tumbled to 5-11 
overall and 2-8 in conference play. 
_ In Friday's match against 
the La Salle Explorers, Xavier fell . 
in a dramatic 8-6 overtime loss. 
After La· Salle opened the 
game with two goals in the first 
twenty minutes, Jeremy Fultz put 
Xavier on the board with an 
unassisted goal at the 21 minute 
mark. 
Brian DiBattista's goal, 
assisted by Hans Pascoal, tied the 
match at 2-2 heading into the half. 
Halftime led to a rejuve~ 
nated Xavier squad as the Muskies 
came out' and scored two goals 
within the first five minutes of the 
second half. 
Maringo Vlijter's unassisted 
goal and Jeremy·Fultz's second of 
the match gave the Musketeers a 
4-2 lead. 
The tide shifted quickly as 
Xavier's Jeff Bauer received a red 
card in the 49th minute leaving 
Xavier to play a man short. the rest 
of the match. La Salle connected 
on the ensuing free kick and drew 
the score to 3-2. 
~he Explorers then tallied 
two more goals to take a 5-4 lead 
with 10 minutes left in regulation. 
Xavier's Fultz completed 
his bar trick by scoring his third 
goarof the match with four 
minutes left to play and sent the 
match into overtime tied 5-5. 
In the first overtime La-Salle 
scored the lone goal to take a 6-5 
lead .. In the second overtime · 
period Xavier's Chris Prato tied 
the match with an unassisted goal, 
but it would.not be enough. 
The Explorers came back 
and scored two goals in the final 
five minutes of overtime, taking 
the 8-6 victory. 
Sunday's match against 
Fordham produced similar results 
as the Muskies fell 3-2. 
Xavier's goals came from 
Mario Lycakis on an assist from 
Vladimir Ciric, arid Hans Pascoal 
scored his first career goal on an 
assist from Jeremy Fultz. · 
.. Xavier was again unable to 
hold the lead as Fordham tallied 
twice in the final 12 minutes. 
The Musketeers finish their 
season on the road this weekend 
as they travel .to Ohio State on 
Friday and Western Kentucky on 
Sunday. 
Volleyball· Sweeps· weekend 
BY SOREN BAKER 
. THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 




With its postseason hopes on · with 14 kills -. 
the ropes-, Xavier's volleyball team and eight 
scored a knockout blow, defeating blocks." Se-
two Atlantic 10 foes last week. nior setter 
The Musketeers downed St. S -u s i e 
Bonaventure and Duquesne for the Checkett led 
second time this season. Xavier with · 
Xavier improved to 16:10 26 assists. 
overall, and 7-5 in the A-10. "As a 
XU plays A-10 foes La Salle, team we 
Temple and Fordham on the road were all very 
this weekend. fo cu s e d , " 
At press time, the Muskies are Ca-me 11 a 
ii1 fifth pl;ice in the A-10. The top said. "And 
four teams in the conference ad- when we're 
vance to the tournament. -focused ev-
"I think these two wins carrie e r y th in g 
at a key time in our season," said 
sophomore middle hitter Jolie 
Camella. · "It just gives us more 
motivation to stay focused on our 
key goal of the season, which is to . 





make the [A-10] tournament." Duquesne, 
Xavier's Jenny Janszen attempts to block a Duquesne 
spike in Saturday's win over the Dukes. The Lady 
Muskies defeated the Dukes 15-JI, 13-15, 15-8, 1.5-9. 
Xavier is one half game be- 15-11, 13-15, 15-8, 15-9 on Satur~ said. "We just need to take a deep 
hind fo,urth place Massachusetts in. day. ·. breath and relax and then we won't 
the conference. Janszen once again anchored be up a11d down like that." 
"We definitely can't afford Xavier'$attackwith14kills. Fresh- · Williams also acknowledged 
any more losses," freshman outside man outside hitter Beth Osterday the problems with her team's per-
hitter Kelly Williarris said. "It was excelled on defense, corralling a formance, but said thaithey are im-
a turning point for us since we had team-high _13 digs. p~oving. 
been on a losing streak." Although they defeated the · "Our team is really up and 
XU easily handled the Dukes, Xavier struggled with their down mentally and it's just one of 
. ·Bonnies, 15-4, 15-10, 15-1. consistency attimes during the four those things," she said. "The thing 
Freshman middle blocker game·set. thaf was different about this week- -
Jenny Janszen earned top honors "We lose our focus and we end was that we were down 6-0 and 
agai11st the New York opponents. just tighten up in a way," Camella we came back to win." 
. ! 
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s·o keep looking·! . . 
. · * Look for more information on t.he snack machines. 
Cyclones· get Gardens warmed up 
BY TOM DECORTE. 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
. . . 
The Cincinnati Cyclones are · 
making their blend of brutal body 
checks and slick stickhandling 
more. affordable for college 
students next week 
.. Together with 107.1 FM 
Channel Z, all regularly priced 
$10 seats for the November .6 
game against the Cleveland 
·.Lumberjacks will be lowered to 
$5 for college students .. 
Channel Z is also sponsor-
ing a Smashin' Pumpkins contest. 
during the intermission of the 
game. All college students · 
attending will be eligible for the . 
contest. 
Though it may not be the 
NHL, the excitement and fast pace 
of hockey is contagious to even 
· non-sports fans. 
"If you had 100 people 
come to our ga,mes who had never 
· seen a professional sport, and took 
them to one of our games, a 
baseball game, a football game 
The Cyclones are in their and a basketball game, they'd 
seventh season of existence and come back to hockey," said Smith. 
their fifth in the International Defenseman. Jeff Wells, 
Hockey League (IH~). who played his collegiate hockey 
Last season was the Cy- at Bowling Green State Univer-
clones most successfol campaign, sity, said the IHL's talent level is 
capturing the Northern Division .. ·head and shoulders above the 
and advancing to the Eastern. level of the CCHA 
Cqnference finals"before falling to "In college hockey, ~ou 
Orlando in seven games. have the best kids from the 
This season the Cyclones American high schools," said 
have gojten c;>ffto a scorching 7-1 Wells, "but when you get to the "College students are 
always looking to get away from 
the grind of school and have a 
good time," said Cyclone head 
coach and. general manager Ron 
Smith. "Knowing the college 
scene, I think it's .a good getaway 
for students." 
start. IHL, you get some of the best 
Their hot start can be · players from around the world. 
. attributed to the stellar · 
goaltending of newcomer Geoff 
Sarjeant and the scoring punch of 
Mike Casselman and Doug 
MacDonald. 
There are faster skaters, bigger 
guys and tougher goaltenders." 
Cincinnati Cyclones defenseman Jeff Wells has anchored the . 
International Hockey League team to a 7-1 record so far this season. 
Wells is in his second· 
season with the Cyclones. Last 
season he netted 10 goals and 
dished out 19 assists. In the 
size, am;l we have the perfect 
amount of fans." 
'·'.If' .. , Cyclones first eight games this 
There are many misconcep-
tions about the IHL game that are 
held by people who have never 
seen a game or are only familiar 
. with the NHL, ·smith said . 
hockey. He directed the NHL' s 
New York Rangers as interim 
head coach during the 1992-93 · 
season after being promoted from 
their AHL affiliate in 
Binghamton; 
. . season, Wells has registered one. 
assist. 
Wells enjoys playing in 
Cincinnati compared to some 
other sites. in the IHL. "It's fun, 
because the people. here have 
really taken to hockey," said . 
Wells, "The building is the perfect 
"The IHL is the closest 
league, talent and entertainment 
wise, to the NHL. This is not a 
fighting or thug league; I think the 
ECHL has that rep," said Sinith. 
. All discount tickets must be 
purchased in advance of the garrie. 
Tickets can be ordered by calling 
the Cyclones at 531-PUCK or 
stopping by the Cyclones office 
on the 2nd floor of the Cincinnati 
Gardens. 
=iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiir===========;::::==========-. 
Smith has experience as a 
coach at almost every level of 
. * .. * . * ,.. 
*,.. 
·Singers, Singer /Dancers, 
Mmicians & D.J's · 
·Cincinnati, Ohio 
Thursday, October 31, 1996 
University of Ciildnnati 
Tangeman Center - Great Hall 
Auditions:· 4:30 - 6:30 p.m. 
Westerville, Ohio (Columbus Area) · 
Friday, November l, 1996 
Otterbein College . . . . 
Battelle Fine Arts Center/ Dance Studio 
Auditions: 4:30 - 7:30 p.m. · 
. ,.. . -Youngstown, Ohio ·c.,..... sunday;November3, 1996'. 
~ YoungstoWll State University 
• t...._~ · . Bli$ Hall ~ 3rd Floor 
. ~ Auditions: 1:00- 3:00 p.m. 
* . ... 
.. 
Bowling. Green, Ohio 
Tuesday, November 5, .1996 
Bowling Green State University 
University Union - Ohio Suite 
Auditions: 1:30 - 3:30 p.m. . 
•Technicians 
POSmONS •Assistant Choreographer 
Al.SO •Costumed Characters · 
AYA/lABlE (Berenstain BearsTA? 
•Costumed Shop Personnel 
CALL (419) 627-2390 FOJt RJRTHER·INFORMATION 




. Post Office Box 5006 
Sandusky, OH 44871~5006 
( 419)627-2390 
ail 
TOP TEN REASONS TO WORK 
PART-TIME AT BURKE 
IO. Convenient Walnut Hills.and Sharonville locations 
9. Gain valuable business experience that looks great on a resume! 
8. Earn while you learn ·terrific tuition reimbursement oppo.rtunitiesl 
7. Flexible scheduling • Cr~ate your own schedule · 
6. Paid Training · 
5. Employee Referral Program -eam up to $105.00 for each qualified applicantl 
· 4. Excellent opportunities for advancement with an employee.owned leader in Market Research 
3. Attendance and Production Bonuses 
2. ·$2.00 shift differential for working late nights and weekends! 
1. THE BEST PAY IN THE.BUSINESS! EARN UP TO $9.00 PER HOUR TO START! 
·Burke is currently accepting applications for part-time lnterviewe~. Interested candidates who are customer 
service oriented, with outstanding interpersonar skills are encouraged to apply. Contact our JOBLINE@684-
7575, email mtayfor@burke.com or call Connie at 559·7518. Walnut Hills, 2621 Victory Pkwy, Cintl, OH 45206. 
Sharonville, 4100 Executive Park Drive, Ste. 200, Cinti, OH 45241. 
· EEO 
.__~~~~~~-www~~·c_e~dazpointc_o_Ill~~~~~~_.~ ........................... __ !ll!!l!_IJl .. lll .. lllll .... lllllllllllllll .... lll .... ..I 
. . . 
· . Gillian celebrates 'Birthday' 
IV·ERSIONS 
lgnatian exercise 
The office of Ignatian programs is offering an 
introduction to the experience of the Ignatian ''spiritual 
exercises." 
Ignatius Loyola and }).is University of Paris circle of 
friends were bound deeply together by the common 
spiritual experience they came to share. 
"Come and ~ee" hopes to offer the same experience 
to the Xavier community. 
The program is two three-hour sessions from 2-5 
p.m. on Wednesday, Nov~ 6 and Wednesday, Nov. 20. 
Both ses.sions will be held on campus. · · · 
The third part of the program is a three-day, guided 
retr~at at Milford Spiritual Center that will take place in 
January. 
The three-part program will be offered again during 
the spring semester. . . 
To register or get a copy of this year's schedule, call 
Carol Kelley at 745-3777. 
Laugh at Xavier 
Xavier University will be hosting a Laugh Olym-
pics on Saturday, Nov. 9 from 8:30-11 p.m. in the Main. 
Dining Room. 
Anyone interested in participating can pick up 
sign-up forms frorri a resident assistant or at a R.A. desk. 
Participants should sign up in .teams of eight. 
There is a $1 per person entry fee. 
All contestants will receive a free T-shirt. 
Additionally, contestants will have the opportunity 
to win prizes, including a $50 gift certificate to Kenwood 
Mall, a 19-inch color television, an all-terrain bike, 
dinner at The Montgomery I~n and conceit tickets. 
Enjoy the arts 
Friday: 
The department of music is sponsoring a senior 
recital performance by vocalist Elysb Muth at 8 p.m. in 
the University Center Theatre. Admission is free. 
Saturday: 
The fall vocal concert featuring the Xavier · 
.concert choir, chamber orchestra and brass choir & 
percussion ensemble will take plac~ at 8 p.m. in the 
University Center Theatre. 
Admission is free. 
Sunday: 
Kemal'Gekic performs as part of the classical 
p~ano .series at2:30 p.ni, in the University·Center 
Theatre. Tickets are $16 and $14. 
Monday: 
The department of English is sponsoring· a: poetry 
reading by Aleda Shirley at 7:30 p.m. The event will 
be held in Schott Hall's multipurpose room. 
Play ~·opportunities 
Black Student Association Plays 1997 is now 
accepting submissions. One-act plays and mono-
logues are due Nov. 11 and can be turned in at th~ 
Multicultural Affairs House. · 
Auditions will be held Nov. 16 and 17 from 4-6 
p.m. in the Terrace Room. 
All applicants are welcome to take part, and no 
experience is necessary. 
Persons seeking more information, call Jay 
Kalagayan at 861-7356. 
BY C_OLLEEN GALLAGHER 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
If you are looking for a 
serious, emotional movie, "To 
Gillian on her 37th Birthday" is 
one to see. 
This drama about a grieving 
widower deals maturely with the 
issues of love and grief. David 
Lewis (Peter Gallagher) just 
cannot admit that his wife Gillian 
(Michelle Pfeiffer), who died on 
her birthday in a boating accident 
two years earlier, is actually gone. 
· Moreover, he seems to be 
growing distant from his 16~year­
old daughter Rachel (Claire 
Danes). 
The movie begins as 
Gillian's sister Esther (Kathy 
Baker), and Esther's husband Paul · 
(Bruce Altman), travel to Nan-
tucket Island to visit David and 
Rachel. In hopes of drawing 
David out of his shell, they bring 
Kevin (Wendy Crewson), a single· 
woman. who is totally ignorant as 
to the particulars of this scheme. 
David is not the least bit 
excited to meet her and as the 
movie progresses it becomes more 
clear that he is still very much in 
love with Gillian. 
Much to. the alarm of his 
daughter and overbearing sister-
in-law, the widower often meets 
"Don't worry Rachel, school just isn't for everyone. No matter what 
anyone tells you, pop up books are hard to read. " Despite a lot of 
emotion and counseling from Peter Gallagher, Claire Danes cannot 
accept the loss of her mother Gillian and her schoolhouse woes. 
' .. . 
hard look at his life. 
Gallagher, whose other 
credits include "While You Were 
Sleeping," plays his part well. 
Up-and-coming young actress 
. in such a situation. 
The plot, drama and variety 
of characters keep the viewer 
interested in the movie and itis 
one that could definitely strike a. 
his deceased wife on the beach for 
long walks arid heart-to-heart 
talks. 
·' . Rachel is still grieving the 
loss of her mother, but her father 
is too wrapped up in his.own pain 
to be of much help. 
· qaire Danes does likewise, ,but, 
. her character is bvershadowed by 
that of Gallagher. 
: . chord with tl~e experien<?~s ~r.-.\ 
movie-goers. 
It seems, however, with the 
various marital issues, to be aimed 
at an older crowd. Although 
Danes is· an important character, it 
seems that the social life and grief 
of Rachel are just feeder for the. 
main plot. 
· Esther is won'ied about her 
niece and decides to try for 
custody. 
Naturally, David, who has 
trouble seeing his griefas a 
problem, is not happy about the 
prospect of losing another loved 
one and an argument ensues. 
Meanwhile, Paul and Esther 
begin to question their own love 
for one another. As the drama 
heightens, David finally takes a 
It seemed somewhat 
unrealistic to have Gillian's wise. 
and concerned ghost appear to talk 
with David, but it relays his .·· 
inability to deal with the death. 
Bruce Altman's character 
provides both comic relief as well 
as suggestion that love cannot be. 
passively taken for granted. 
Kathy Baker's character as 
the well-meaning aunt brings up 
the issue of tough love and the 
questiOn of how much responsibil-
ity extended family ought to take 
"To Gillian on her. 37th 
Birthday" is a quality movie that 
is entertaining enough, but nqt 
quite relevant to many younger 
viewers. H;owever, if you are in a 
mellow mood and have a few 
spare hours one afternoon, it is· 
worth checking out 
Spreading Habits af Bogart'S 
BY SOREN BAKER 
THE XAyIER Nawsw1RE 
Sandwiched last Wednesday 
. at Bogart's between the thrash 
· metal of Jacksonville, Fla.' s Limp 
Biscuit and Korn's hardcore rock 
were the bilingual rappers 
Delinquent Habits. 
Habit rappers Ives and 
Kemo, and DJ O.G. Style pro-
vided large doses of energy and 
plenty of scratching during their 
30-minute set. 
·1 
. Though .the crowd displayed 
its familiarity with and enthusiasm 
for the live version of the Califor-
nia trio's hit single "Tres 
Delinquentes" with fierce 
moshing, the rest of the set was 
met with a cautious acceptance. 
Despite their unfamiliarity 
with the other Habifs selections, 
niostof the patrons responded 
with a roar of approval when 
Habit rapp~r Ives lit a spliff before 
going into his group's ode to herb, 
"I'm Addicted." 
"We're starting into the 
alternative tours because we're 
finding a following there," Ives 
said during a pre-concert inter-· 
view in the Bogart's basement. 
· "And we're finding a 
following with the hip-hop kids as 
well and there's nothing wrong 
with a merging of the two areas." 
After the show, Kemo 
agreed with bis partner, but 
admitted that it was difficult to 
begin playing to a non-hip-hop 
audience at the beginning of the 
tour. · .. . 
"It's a whole different vibe 
out there," he said .. · 
"The crowd reacts differ-
ently to the music. But the whole 
background to all these these kids 
out here and the kids that listen to 
hip-hop isn't that much of a . 
difference." .· 
Lemonheads lick new sounds in town . .·· -
BYSAMMANDT 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
The Lemonheads and · .\ · 
Imp'erial Teen will tie performing 
at 8 p.m. ·on Tuesday at Bogart's. 
Botti bands are on thesoad 
supporting their ne\v LPs;the. 
Lemonheads' ~'.car button Cloth". 
and Imperial Teen's "Seasick .. " 
, "Car button cfoth'.' iS the .· 
Lemcinheads' seventh LP in tlie 
band.'s 10 year existence. · . 
· Through several line-ups, · 
·lead singer Evan Dando is the 
. only member of the original band · 
. to remain. 
· Nfo Dalton was replac~d on: . 
bass by Bill Gibson, and David 
·Ryan was replaced on drums by 
D,inos~ur k'.s Murph; : 
-Dinosaur Jr. was a seminal 
influence on the Le~onheads 
.. from very early on, and: with the 
addition of Murph, .SOl!le elell}.ents 
/ 
sound which brought the .. rather a change that is welcome.· 
Lemoriheads. two.gold records and· This keeps up with their live 
Dando virtual household name performances, which have 
status as the alternative icon for traditionally had a harder edge 
the 90s. than th.e studio versions of their 
. .. Having thoroughly explored. . songs. 
the genre of bubble gum rock and "Car button cloth" is 
grown tired of the role of alterna- comparable to a Lemonheads 
hunk, Dando has assembled the concert in a studio. 
band ~nd created the ·sound which Imperial Teen i.s a fairly 
will define the future of the ·new band from San Francisco. 
Lemonheads. "Seasick" is their first major-label 
"Car button cloth'' should releas.e. 
not disappoint Lemonheads fans · The most notable member of 
who grew to love the band during · Imperial Teen is Roddy Bottum, 
the past three or four years. who used to be the keyboardist of 
The song writing has the . Faith No More. 
same poignancy as the prior two . Not once, however, does a 
albums, and the same mixing of keyboard, or" even a slight . 
seemingiy opposite styles of . influence from FNM, show up on . 
music: · "Seasick." 
The pop sound is still The album has an upbeat 
present in such songs.as "It's All sound, mixed with rather biHng 
True" and "If I Could Talk I'd lyrics, dealing with such topics as 
Tell You," as is the foray into the death of friends and unre-
country which came to the surface quited love. 
on "Come On Feel The An unpoiished sounding 
· of older Lemonlieads musicseems 
to have returned. 
··This revitaliza~iori of the · 
earlier, decidedly more punk 
sound of the Lemonheads is 
further aided by .Gibso.n:, who 
previously played with the .· 
Australian p~nk bands Eastern 
Dark and the New Christs. · 
Cig~rettes ~ren 't good for you, but they cerlai~ly hav; yet t~ imp~fe th~ 
sounds o/Eval} Dando and his group the Lemonheads. Looks like he 
·needs a light though, andmaybe a smile.on.his/ace. · 
Lemonheads'.' in such songs as band, mad.e up of some seasone!i 
"Big Gay Heart" and "Being veterans, Imperial Teen is a good 
Around." · addition to this tour. 
The quasi-country sound Tickets are $10 in advance 
. . ' fourth LP, was somewhat of a . 
transitional album. from the more 
'light-hearted pop sound which . 
"Lovey,·~ the Lemorihea~s· . was to characterize "It's A Shame 
Roots' 1iV~ rap 
. . 
Bv,BRIAN JoHNsoN· 
THE XAVIER NE~SWIRE ' . 
It was orily two years ago 
· when the Philadelphia: based rap 
group The Roots debuted with 
their first American·:alb11-m "Do .. °' 
You Wgnt More?!!!?!". ' 
No\\' older and more· . 
familiar wHh this rap game, Th.e 
!foots have returned with Afros, 
Cinnamon ·sticl.cs and a live band. 
Their third album, "illadelph 
halflife," sooths the soul and · 
opens rhythmic.eyes to tlie'hip- . · ATribe Called Quest's Q~ 
hop nation. · '"Tip, who blesses the mic on "Ital· 
. . . , J::hisalbum ,is, ~,ch beger, , . - , (The lJ ni vers.al §i_de)~ ''. cannot be 
·than:thefirSt,. because' The.Roofs''··· .·oveilookett<'tip;sp6aks oi1 : . . 
. show thPir maturity by rapping· mUki.ig rap unfversal and not just 
about L ~-· to-lifoexperiences •· an East/West thing. · · 
instead of just rhyming for the . The Roots are one of the 
shear pleasure of it. fe:w groups th~t welcome the 
Black Thought and Malik R invita~ion to be different. 
have returned to rock heads with No disses or claims to be · 
story-like lyrics, which are only · wise (Mafios~). ;'ilfadelph · · 
enhanced byalive bana. / ·halflife" is a justpure jam oil the 
Noteworthy trac;ks on the never ending qu.estto resurrect . 
album' include ''Episodes," which · · microphones; · · · 
speaks about the cortinuing ghetto The Rootsplay with Atlanta 
saga ofviolence and drug traffick- rappers OutKast on Monday at 8 
ing in the inner cities. · · · p.m~ at Bogart's;· · 
· ;~The:Hypnotic,"a smooth~ · . Tickeisare $13.50 in . 
track with Black Thought on the· advance a~ $15 the day of the 
vocals; arid,D'Angelo on key- show. ' · · 
board, is· the be.st cuton the .· Tickets.can be purckased qt 
album. ; , .·. the Bogart•hicketwindowo.r by. 
· .Lad~ri with verbal caresses · callinl TicketMti;ter at 562-4949. 
by D'Angelo,.this cuttiilks.ofa Doors open at? p.m. Ticket 
trying time in Blaclc Thought's ~ ... prices do not indude any service · 
life .. · ·· · . charges. · · 
. shows on an inten;sting arrange- ' and$12 at the door, and can be 
. About Ray'; ~·~~ ;,Come On Feel 
The.Leinonheads,":: ''Car button. 
cloth" has a .. mixing of styles~ 
ment of a traditional song on the purchased through TicketMaster 
new album's "Knoxville Girl." at 562-4949. 
The somewhat changed Bogart's event line is 
sound of the Lemonheads .is 281.-8400. 
· whfleretaining the upbeat, simple nothing to frighten off fans, but 
DON'T FORGET TO VOTEc. ~:, 
AND DON'T MISS THIS ·SHOW. 
at the Garage ..... 
THBHEADS 
. ' . 
featuring Chris Frantz,JlnaWeymouth, Jerry H~rrlson and 
Johnette Napolitano (former lead singer of Concrete Blonde) 
· with f:lysian Fields 
· .. T:&:IS TU'ESX>..A...Y 
. nov~mher 5th @ 8 p.m. 
for a spedal·elect~on day con~ert. 
. GET TIX NOWlll 
TIX AVAILABLE AT THE TAFT BOX OFFICE, TICKETMASTER, 
CALL 562-4949, OR AT THE DOOR THE NIGHT OF THE SHOW. 
~"·  er . 




.. ·. CARROT TOP . 
~. : .. ' . 
. - . . . 
is .. coming to 
Cincinnati!·! 
don't miss Carrot Top at: 
- . . ' 
THE TAFT THEATRE 
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER. 9T,H. 
-8:00 P.M. 
· rrqimrs (JN .tAI.E NOW AND ~11~1~iJiE AT T-,,E 7;fFf' nox OFFICE, :.ir.i 11'c~ETMAS1'ER 
. · ·· l.OCA110NS OR CALL S61-.tfl.IP. · 
'-1 .. ·.\· 
..... ~ 
.·:..-
·•It's Family Weekend!!!· •This is something that •If you want the Fun Page'or. 
catholics can do legally in Ohio. · <:;ale~dar to continue to have space, 
ThisissometlllngthatJesuitslove' your gofog.to have to demand it!!! 
doing. What is gambling? Alex! 
Registratio~will be from 2-7 p.m: at 
A. L VN.·D.· .· I_ .. A R theShera~mi-Hotel. If you lose your ,_n. './':l. fainily, Greg Brady will be there at · 7p.m.tohelpyoulookforthem. So, 
Lois of kooky, crunchy fun inside![! have a sunshiny weekend! . 
d d 
•Artists Susan Stahl, Laura we nes· ay +-'h ,~~ 7' Blanken and Patrick Browne will 
•October 30.. · ~~.Y displaytheirworkintheXavierArt' 
•Desiring a steaming cup of ¥Happy Halloween! ! ! Gallery iocated in the Cohen Cen-
java _& a good conversation? ¥Happy Patrick Day!!! ter. An opening reception for.the 
WORTH will be sponsoring •Those creepy commuters are artists will be held from 6-8 p.m. in 
International Coffee Hour at the havingaHalloween Happy Hour . the gallery. The._imkriown Xavier 
Romero House from 3:3o4:30p.m. in the dreary Downunder of the Art Gallery is own'weekdays from 
•Erich Kunzel & The University Center! That's right · noonto4p.m. T~kyouforyour 
Cincinnati Pops celebrated All spider-monkeys. free frightening support. : 
Saint's Day ~s past weekend with ·food & dank, dark drink! Costume .· •Brasilian. Guitar Goddess, 
a Spooktacular Concert!!! Did competitions, smashing pumpkin Badi will be performing in the Cin-
youghoulsmiss thiscreepyfantastic contests .& all around craz.y cinnati Memorial Hall at 8 p.m. 
event? Well, spider-monkey, cominuter madness!!! Tickets can be purchased through 
Channel 48 PBS will broadcast the •Dana Gardens & Senior TICKETMASTER. For inore in-
televisedcelebrationfeatnring, Tom · Board will be having a Hatloween ·rormationaboutBadi;call513:428-
"IknowDaisyDuke"Wompat, the party where we can drink! What 9609. For more information about 
themes from Twilight Z.One and elseisnew? However,SaintAdams, the Filipino love god that is the C-
. Batman and illusionists The paironsaintofallacoholicbeverages Man, call 1-900-CAL-ENDR!. 
Pendragons. Robert Guiliaume has ordained $1.50drafts, $1.50well Buyer f?eware, $20 for the first tWo 
makes a guest apperanee -to sing drinks with o.J. and $2.25 black and minutes will go·to the comic:.books , 
Phantom of the Opera and narrate tans! Event begins at 9 p.m. and in~the~universitv-bookstore fund. 
thewoddpremiereofTheLegendo/ goes until Hershel starts dancing. sattirday 
Sleepy Hollow. Broadcasting be- fri•day . •November 2 . 
gins at 8 p.m. . · · ·•The annual Fall Vocal Con-
•Pete-o-rific bas beensm-eam-. •November 1 cert will convene this evening in the 
ing around the office and is he ex- •Elyse Muth will'be. singing' University. Theatre at 8 p.m. Be 
cited!. Women's soccer take the in the University Theatre for her polite and don't fight over seats be-
field withdopeyDaytonatCorcoran Senior Recital. Event be¥ins at 8 cause the number of parents in the 
Field. This game is the hurdle the p.m. All are invited & admission is audience increas~s exponentially. 
teammustovercometoreachtheA- free. with the Family Weekend factor! · 
10 tournament! So,-at 7 p.m., get 
your ugly mug to the field & support 
your team!!! /. 
This year is the ~5th anniver-
sary of the comic, Nexas. Created 
by the team supreme, . Mi~ Baron 
& Steve Rude, this comic featured a 
man avenging the victims of mass 
murderers. The book centered 
around the world of Ylum, a full 
course oieal of religous arid political 
perspectives. This isjustoneofthe 
many great books notfeatlired in the 
art by Steve Rude 
university bookstore. 
The characters, Nexus and Dave the Thune relaxlng, discussing 
whetherpr not the university bookstore will carry their comic book. 
CLASSIFIEDS CRUISE SHIPS · .. NOW HIRING Earn up to $2000+/month 
' ' 
**FREE TRIPS & CASH** working on Cruise Ships or uind 
Find out how hundreds of student Tour companies. World travel, Sea-
representatives are already earning sonal & full-time employment avail-
FREE TRIPS andLOTS OFCASH' able. No experience necessary. For 
with America's #1 Spring Break more information call 1-206-971-
company! Sell only 15 trips and 3550 ext. C55643 
travel free! Cancun. Bahamas, ATTENTION ALL 
Mazatlan, Jamaica or florida! STUDENTS! 
CAMPUS MANAGER POSI- . ·Sell SKI & SPRING BREAK 
TIONSALSOAVAil.ABLE. Call beach trips. Hottestplaces&coolest 
Now! TAKE ·A BREAK . STU- spaces. Call immediately. Student 
DEJ'!'T TRAVEL (800) 95- Express, Inc. 1-800-SURFS UP 
BREAK! - CATCH 22 . 
SPRING . BREAK Education, no experience? 
Hundreds of students are. Experience, no education? Just want 
earning free Spring Break Trips & a chance to show what you can do? 
Money! Sell g Trips & Go Free! · UPT0$4K/month. Call 771-8288 
HOUSES FOR RENT · 
Spring 1997 :-- fully equipped 
with washers & dryers. Within 
walking distance of campus. 3, 5, 
and 7 bedrooms. \. 
Can 32I-oo:i3 or241-9421 
SPRING BREAK · 
· . Spring BreakBahamasPa.rtY 
Cruise! 6 Days $279! AU meals, 
FreeParties,Taxes! Gre;atbeaches 
& Nightlife! Prices increase soon 
-Save $50 ! springbreaktravel.com 
1-800-678-6386 
SPRING BREAK 
Cancun·& Jainajca Spring 
Break Specials! 7 Nights Air & · · 
Hotel From.$399! Prices Increase 
soon - Save $50! Save $150 op 
food, drinks, & free parties! 111 % 
Lowest · Price · Guarantee! 
Bahamas Cruise $279, Cancun & NATIONAL PARKS 
· Jamaica $399, Pa~ama City/ 'HIRING . 
Daytona $119 ! Positions are now available at 
. springbreaktravel.com 1-800-678-
6386 
www.springbreaktravel.com _National Parks, Forests & Wildlife 
1-800-678-6386 Preserves, Excellent benefits & 
TROPICAL RESORTS· bonuses! Call l-206-971-3620ext. 
.. HIRING . N55643 . . 
Entry-Ievel&«areerposi- EARN MONEY AND 
tionsavailableworldwide(Hawaii, FREE TRIPS 
Mexico,Caribbean,etc.). Waitstaff, INDIVIDUALS and 
housekeepers, SCUBA dive lead- GROUPS wanted to promote 
ers, fitness counselors. and more. SPRING BREAK!! Can INTER-
Call Resort Employment Services CAMPUS PROGRAMS at 1-80 0-
1-206-971-3~ ext. R55642 . . · 327-6013 or http://www.icpt.com 
Classifieds are s.2s· a word with a $5 minimum. 
Call 745-3561 for more exciting details. . 
................. '\., ...... " \,. ,. ,, .• ~'Al!...: .... , ....... ,. 'i,.. .• ,. '4'' .,. ·:...· • .._, ... • ........ • ........... ·;· .,: ~-· ' • ,. •.•.• 
SPRING.· BREAK 
Spring Break Panama City! 
Boardwalk Beach. Resort! ·· Best 
Hotel L9cation, Price! 7 Nights 
$129! · Daytona-Best Location 
$139! Cocoa Beach Hilton.$139! 
springbreaktrayel.com 1-800..678-
. 6386. . 
CARFORSALE 
'93 Eagle Talon New tires, 
power sunroof, A/C, cruise, red, 
·excellent condition!· Sharp! Must 
sell! $8,500 OBO 891-7888 
That is correct!!! ·· Family 
Weekend~s annual event, Casino 
Night will be held· in the Milin 
Dining Room of the University .· 
Centerfrom 8:30p.m.-l2:30p.m; 
That's not all, Family Weekend 
will also offer Children's Casino 
in·the Terrace Rooin. Not only 
will this be a ton of fun but'yom 
kids can prepareforthei:eal world 
by frivolously losing money with . 
games of chance. 
·sun day 
•November 3 
·~ound is rock,' ' 
Rock is rolling, 
Grab your shoes . ·' 
We'r.e going bowling!!!" 
. •Knocking .the pins on a 
relaxing _Sunday could .. be Just 
wJiat you need at the peak of the 
d?wnhill week ahead. 
. .. •c:;iassical pia,nist. Kemal 
. Gekic . will perfoi:m ·in the · 
· tJniveristy Theatre at 2:30 p.m. 
Admission is fyee with' student 
ID. 
·tuesday· 
•November 5 · 
-Get out and vote!!! 
. •Rock the vote!!! 
· •Choose or lose!!! 
•Vote or the C-Man will 
kick your BASS!! Whatever that 
.. means.;. 
•Pete-o-rific wanted the C-
Man .to mention the, BoDeans'. 
new' album released today. The 
·. C-Man wishes the best ofluck to . . . 
the candidates of the. la.st .Presi-
dential election of the.nilUennium. 
~" TJiED~~~-R 
~... SUCCESS 
~ BEGINS WITH '. 
.,. . A~ FORCE ROT~· 
~y college, students. have 
·no idea what-they will do upon 
gradtUltion. · . · · · · 
····No mch confusion· for Air 
·Force ROTC cadets; . who have 
taken the difect route to career 
success. . They1re learning 
leadership, · and .. building 
managerial skills .they will use all 
iheif lives. They're taking more 
~nsi_bility; . and gaining a 
· greater sense .. of ·· self. On 
, g'radiiation day, they~!!' celebrate 
another milestone: beconling an 
Air Force officer. Your flight is 
now boarding! Call Captain · 
Thomas 'Ray .at (513) 556-2237. · 
or email RA YTM@UCBEH.SAN.UC.EDU. 
.AIR FORCE ROTC 
Leidership ExcellmC:e.SIBns Hens 
"18 &.OVER·WELCOME !! . . . . . . 
.. . . . .. . 
1 w.. Corry·amm from Uni~i:Y P~ 
. . . ) ' 
C.IGARE1TE1 
GET YA' ANOTHER DRIN~1 
' YOU ~OW, THAT GIRCS 
BOYFRIEND DON'r LOOI< 
50 TOUGH. 
WHEN WAS Tl-if LAST TIME 
YOU WERE IN A REALLY 
, HIGH ~PEED c.AR C.HASE1 
great scores ... 
great teachers. 
· Kaplan helps you focus your test grep 
. · study where you need 1t most. ur . 
teachers wilr show you the proven 
skills and test-taking techniques to 
. help you get a higher score. 
get a higher sc~re 
KAPLAN 
, · 1-800-KAP-TEST 
• • 
. INSTITUTE ·FOR STUDY ABROAD 
B U ·T L E R U N I V E R s· I T Y 





Fully integrated study at British .. Irish, 
New Zealand and Australian unive75ities 
. FALL OR SPRING SEMESTER• FULLYEAR 
INSTEP• SUMMER PROGRAM •.INT~RNSHIPS 
Study Abroad Information Session 
Repre,sentative: LIZZIE SUMMERFIELD. 
Date: . Univ. of. Adelaide 
Wed. Oct 30th 1:45pm-3:15pm 
Location: Schott Conference_ Room 
Schott.101 
For further lnti:>rmation please contact: Your Study Abroad Office on campus 
or the Institute for Study Abroad. Butler Universit\', -!600 Sunset Avenue, 
Indianapolis; IN 46208. Tel: 317/283-9336 or l/800-858-0229. 
The Hinterlands by Jay B. Kalagayan & Derrek Gross 
Created by .students ... Owned by students ... For the st~dents ... '. 
ion Tiil lVEOf/l/J ·c.11otJ/1bTll'1l: ... r Hl1'1Vdr l0Y{·ll/ll'll1C. r11c t.lllJP , 
f((f'1 fi/1Cl(J UI' IM/l lUJl/£.S r ~In 11/J rl1C{. C.lfl)tnG l/11/llR. rl/£ ' 
fO!l 11 Pf1Y OR TfJO. f.!14.fl'? Jl/n ... 
At Northwestern College of Chiropractic, we feel 
strongly about the quality of education we provide 
to ·our 600 students and. their preparedness for 
satisfying careers. 
As our 3,000 alumni know, we ca~ provide 
you with an educational experience fe!ltufing: 
• 55 years of expertise developing a well"rounded, 
rigorous educational program integrating the basic and 
·•• 
clinical sciences, diagnosis, X-ray, chiropractic therapeu-
tics, wellness care and practice management; 
• Emphasis on clinical, hands-on education and experience; 
• 11:1 student-to-faculty ratio, i~dividual faculty attention, 
easy access to educational resources;. 
· • Clinical internships in 80+ Minnesota community clinics 
and five College public clinics; 
9 Extensive interdisciplinar-Y clinical learning opportunities; · 
• A research center known internationally and dedicated to 
advancing chiropractic science. and the profession; 
• Final term, full-time private practice internships globally; 
• A beautiful 25-acre campus featuring leading-edge class-
rooms, science and methods labs, and clinic facilities; . 
• Career Services Office to assist graduates in job 
placement; 
• New state-of-the-art library to support education and 
research. 
. For a personal visit or more detailed information, 
· call a Northwestern Admissions counselor at 
1:-800-888-4 777. 
3~ Committed to Clinical Excellence and Preparedness for Professional Success 
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ATTENTION SENlORS 
WHAT ARE YOU DOING ON HALLOWEEN? . ~ . . . . ' ' 
· BOARD .. 
. . 
invite you to join us for a Halloween party Thursda~ <ktober 31 9 -? · . 
. . . 
. . ·· • food available ·. . . 
• costmres are encouraged and there will be prizes and giveawa.vs 
--1. D .· 
·-~·. 
Have a Great Time with (or witlio~t) your Parents 0 . 
- at Casino Night!!! 
When: 8:30 pm to 12:3Qam·.Saturday Nov. 2nd 
Where: The Cafeteria and the Terrace·~Room 
. Wh B . ' FUN''' . .______~-~= ecause it s ... 
